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Abstract
Meteor showers can change the atmospheric composi-
tion and ionization of the terrestrial planets, but their
influence on the thermal state and dynamics of the
middle atmospheres have not been studied in depth.
The progress in Earth observation and atmospheric
modelling of the past decades allows us to revisit the
question of atmospheric heating by meteor showers.
As an initial test, we performed a simulation with
the Whole Atmosphere Community Climate model
(WACCM). We assumed that the kinetic energy of the
meteor shower heats up the mesosphere by 10 K at the
start of the simulation. This perturbation caused sig-
nificant differences in the evolution of the wind and
temperature distribution of the lower and middle at-
mosphere even after 31 days. Particularly a Sudden
Stratospheric Warming was suppressed by the change
of the initial conditions in the mesosphere.

1. Introduction
Meteors range in masses from 10−20 kg to tons. Mete-
ors with masses between 10−12 to 1 kg, are observable
as "falling stars" ablating at altitudes between 90 - 60
km, depositing most of their heat and mass in this re-
gion [1]. Meteors with masses smaller than 10−12 kg,
which are known as meteoric dust, do not ablate, but
drift to the ground over a long period of time or evap-
orate by absorption of short wave solar radiation. The
total mass influx of meteors and interplanetary dust
particles into the Earth’s atmosphere is estimated to
be 110± 55 tons/day [2] [3].

We began to investigate the effects of meteor show-
ers on the middle atmosphere. Besides atmospheric
composition changes we expect small changes in the
circulation and the thermal state of the mesosphere.
Particularly a meteor shower may generate a planetary

wave-like perturbation in the mesosphere since the ki-
netic energy of the meteors is mainly transformed into
heat [1]. The average effect of a meteor shower on
the thermal state and dynamics of the middle atmo-
sphere is almost not described in the literature. [4]
estimated that the effect of atmospheric heating by a
meteor shower is negligible. However, the progress
in Earth observation and atmospheric modelling, al-
lows us to revisit the question of atmospheric heating
by meteor showers and we are optimistic that satel-
lite observations and simulations with the Whole At-
mosphere Community Climate Model (WACCM) can
answer the question.

2. The WACCM model
The WACCM is an extension of the Community Earth
System Model (CESM) version 1.04. The upper
boundary of the model is lifted up to 150 km alti-
tude. The detailed photochemistry and parameteriza-
tion of the gravity wave flux of WACCM lead to re-
alistic simulations of the composition and the circula-
tion of the middle atmosphere. In addition, the sec-
tional microphysical model Community Aerosol and
Radiation Model for Atmospheres (CARMA) will be
included in the WACCM model in the near future. It
will allow transport studies of meteoric dust, pure sul-
fate aerosol, and sulfates condensed on meteoritic dust
cores and, a more detailed study of the impact of mete-
oric dust on Polar Mesospheric Clouds (PMC), Polar
Stratospheric Clouds (PSC) [5] and metallic ion lay-
ers.

3. The model setup
As a first test we attempted to simulate the effects
of a temperature increase of 10 K in the middle at-
mosphere (90 - 60 km) at the beginning of the sim-
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ulation (on the first hour). The temperature estimate
was obtained using a rough calculation, where the ki-
netic energy of the shower was redistributed to all
molecules of the mesosphere. The perpetual year 2000
AD compset (F_2000_WACCM) was used and the
simulation lasted five months (1.1.2000 - 31.5.2000).

4. Results
The simulation produced a disturbance of the temper-
ature and wind structure of the entire atmosphere for
at least five months. The temperature change moved
downwards as time progressed, reaching the tropo-
sphere on the 24th day. The increased mesospheric
temperature on day 0 leads to a suppression of a meso-
spheric cooling and a stratospheric warming on day
31 compared to the Control run (Figure 1). The ve-
locity changes were more pronounced in the Northern
than the Southern hemisphere from January to March.
The atmospheric state of the summer hemisphere is
much more stable compared to the winter hemisphere,
and meteor heating has almost no effect in the summer
hemisphere.

Figure 1: Evolution of global mean temperature profile
for different mesospheric state on day 0: Control run
T = To, Simulation run T = To + 10 K

5. Summary and Conclusion
The initialisation of the model with a mesospheric
temperature increase of 10 K, results in different wind
and temperature conditions in the atmosphere for at
least one month. Therefore the state of the meso-
sphere influences the temperature, the meridional and
the zonal wind of the whole atmosphere. This poses

the question of whether long term weather forecast re-
quires a Whole Atmospheric Model with inclusion of
upper atmospheric processes such as meteor showers.

6. Outlook
Our goal is to simulate the meteor mass influx and
heating more realistically as a function of longitude,
latitude and local time. A visualization of the evolu-
tion of the meteoric mass influx density of the meteor
shower in this improved simulation scenario, can be
seen in Figure 2. We believe that the meteor shower
may induce a planetary wave in the circulation, ther-
mal state, and composition of terrestrial planets.

Figure 2: Meteoric mass influx density of the Gemi-
nids meteor shower, at 90 - 60 km altitude over 24 h
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